Establishment of a strategy for the rapid generation of a monoclonal antibody against the human protein SNEV (hNMP200) by flow-cytometric cell sorting.
The screening for antigen-specific hybridoma cells with adequate production rates is still a time-, labour- and money-consuming procedure. A reduction in cell culture testing by specifically selecting those fused cells that produce antibody could therefore make hybridoma technology more attractive, even for small research groups or for newly discovered proteins at an early stage of research. Additional problems, such as the requirement to produce sufficient amounts of the unknown protein at a purity that allows specific immunisation of mice and testing of the resulting hybridoma clones, also need to be overcome. Here we present a new strategy to isolate rapidly and efficiently monoclonal antibodies against new proteins, for which only sequence information at the DNA level is known. The strategy consists of fusion of the protein to a hexa-His-tag to allow easy purification, production in yeast and insect cells to reduce background immunisation with host cell proteins and the selection of IgG-producing hybridoma cells by flow-cytometric cell sorting using the affinity matrix secretion assay technique.